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Brief Description:  Revising provisions affecting dependent children.

Sponsors:  By House Committee on Early Learning & Children's Services (originally sponsored
by Representatives Kagi, Walsh, Appleton, Roberts and Haigh).

House Committee on Early Learning & Children's Services
Senate Committee on Human Services & Corrections
Senate Committee on Ways & Means

Background:

Dependency and Termination of Parental Rights.

If there are allegations of abandonment, abuse or neglect, or no parent who is capable of
caring for a child, the state may investigate the allegations and initiate a dependency
proceeding in juvenile court if appropriate.  If the child has been removed from the home of
the parent and placed into state care, the initial hearing in the case is a shelter care hearing to
determine the need for further out-of-home placement.

The next hearing in a dependency case is the fact-finding hearing in which the court will
determine whether the statutory requirements for finding the child dependent have been met.
If the court finds the statutory requirements have been met, the court will find the child to be a
dependent of the state.

Whenever the court orders a dependent child to be removed from the home, the court will
enter a dispositional plan which will include the obligations of the parties including the
parents, the supervising agency or the Department of Social and Health Services
(Department), and the child.  The dispositional order will contain an order for the placement
of the child either within the home or outside the home. If the child is placed outside the
home, he or she may be placed with a relative or in non-relative foster care.

Within 60 days of assuming responsibility for the child, the Department is required to provide
the court with a permanency plan for the child.  The permanency plan will contain the desired
goal for the child which may include a plan to return the child home, adoption, long-term
placement, or guardianship, including a dependency guardianship.

The status of all dependent children must be reviewed by the court every six months.  During
the review the court will examine the progress of the parents in meeting the requirements of
the dispositional plan.  At this hearing the court may return the child to the home if the parent
has made sufficient progress.
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If the parent fails to make progress in curing the parental deficiencies that led to the
dependency, or if one of the statutory aggravating factors exist, a termination petition may be
filed.  Federal law requires that after a child has been in foster care for 15 of the past 22
months, the state must file a petition to terminate parental rights unless the child is being cared
for by relatives, there is a compelling reason why termination would not be in the best interest
of the child, or the state has failed to offer the necessary services to the parent.

If the court finds the statutory grounds for termination are met, the court will terminate the
parental rights and the parent will no longer have rights, privileges, or obligations toward the
child.

Court Improvement Project.

The national Court Improvement Project (CIP) was established by the U.S. Congress in 1993.
The purpose of the CIP was to require states to assess their foster care and adoption laws and
judicial processes, and to develop and implement a plan for system improvement.  The U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services was charged with administering the national CIP
through each state supreme court.

In Washington, the CIP assessment was completed in 1996 by the National Center for State
Courts.  The reauthorization of the CIP requires state courts to conduct a reassessment to
update their earlier assessment findings.  Washington's reassessment was completed in 2005.

The report contained numerous recommendations to better support court oversight, clearly
articulate the role of the court with respect to child welfare cases, and clearly distinguish the
purpose of different hearing types.

Foster Parents.

The Department licenses about 6,000 foster homes statewide to provide for the care of
children taken into the custody of the Department as a result of child abuse or neglect.  Foster
parents must have a regular source of income to support their families, but financial assistance
is provided to help with the costs of the foster child's needs.  Monthly reimbursement amounts
are provided based on the child's age and needs, with reimbursement rates ranging between
about $375 and $800 per child.

Summary:

Reinstatement of Parental Rights.

A dependent child may petition the court to reinstate the previously terminated parental rights
of his or her parent.  The child will be provided counsel prior to the filing of the petition.  In
order to file the petition three years must have passed since the parental rights were
terminated, the child must not have achieved permanency, and the child must be over the age
of 12 unless there is good cause to permit a child under age 12 to file the petition.

Once the petition is filed, notice will be given to the parents, the Department, and the child's
attorney, foster parent, and Tribe.  The court will hold an initial hearing to determine whether
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the parent has an interest in reinstating parental rights and whether the parent appears fit to
care for the child.  If the court finds that it appears the best interests of the child may be served
by reinstatement of parental rights, the juvenile court will order a hearing on the merits of the
petition.

At the hearing on the merits of the petition, the court will conditionally grant the petition
reinstating parental rights if the court finds the following by clear and convincing evidence:

(1) the child has not achieved his or her permanency plan and is not likely to imminently
achieve his or her permanency plan; and

(2) reinstatement of parental rights is in the best interests of the child.

In determining whether reinstating parental rights is in the child's best interest, the court may
consider the following:

(1) whether the parent whose rights are to be reinstated is a fit parent and has remedied his or
her deficits as provided in the record of the prior termination proceedings and prior
termination order;

(2) the age and maturity of the child, and the ability of the child to express his or her
preference;

(3) whether the reinstatement of parental rights will present a risk to the child's health,
welfare, or safety; and

(4) other material changes in circumstances, if any, that may have occurred which warrant
the granting of the petition.

If the court conditionally reinstates the parental rights, the child will be placed in the custody
of the parent.  The case will be continued for six months and the Department will develop a
permanency plan for the child reflecting the plan to be reunification.  The Department must
provide transition services to the family as appropriate.

If the child is successfully placed with the parent for six months, the court order reinstating
parental rights will remain in effect.  However, if the child must be removed from the parent
due to abuse or neglect allegations, the court must dismiss the petition for reinstatement of
parental rights.

The reinstatement of parental rights is a separate action from the termination of parental rights
and does not vacate the termination of parental rights order that was previously entered.  The
order reinstates the parental rights to the child and is a recognition that the situation of the
parent and child have changed since the time of the termination of parental rights.

Substantive Changes in Hearings.

Shelter Care Hearings.

The purpose of the shelter care hearing is to determine whether the child can be safely
returned home while the adjudication of the dependency is pending.
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The court must notify the parents at the beginning of the shelter care hearing of their rights,
including the right to counsel.  The court must also notify the parents of the nature of the
shelter care hearing and the proceedings that will follow the shelter care hearing.

The court is required to make an inquiry into the case at the shelter care hearing, even if the
parent decides to waive his or her right to a hearing.  The court will look at the need for
placing the child outside the home, where the child is placed, and what services the parties
may need at this point in the case.  However, the court may not order a parent to undergo
treatment or evaluations at the shelter care hearing unless they are agreed upon.  The court
must consider the health, welfare, and safety of the child as paramount during its inquiry.

If the child is not released to the parent, the child may not be placed with a relative or non-
relative if the placement may hinder reunification with the parent.  The relative must also
agree to care for the child, facilitate visitation with siblings, and cooperate with the
background checks.  Placement with the party is contingent upon their compliance with the
court orders related to the care and supervision of the child.

Several areas are clarified including the time the shelter care hearing must be commenced
when a request for a hearing is made, and the requirement that the Department submit a
recommendation for the need for further shelter care when the Department is the petitioner.

Permanency Hearings.

The purpose of the permanency planning hearing is to review the permanency plan for the
child, inquire into the welfare of the child and progress of the case, and reach decisions
regarding the permanent placement of the child.

Review Hearings.

The purpose of the review hearing is to review the progress of the parties and determine
whether court supervision should continue.

The foster parent who is currently caring for the child must be given notice of the review
hearing.  At the review hearing, if the child is not returned home, the court is required to
inquire into the case and determine what efforts have been made in terms of services for the
parents, what changes may be needed, whether there is a continuing need for placement, and
whether visitation is occurring, as well as making any changes needed to meet the needs of the
current status of the case.

Reorganization.

Existing statutes are reorganized to codify like issues together within the same statutes.

Foster Parents.

The Department is required to work, in conjunction with the University of Washington, to
study the need and feasibility of establishing tiered classifications for foster parents and report
to the Legislature by January 1, 2008.  The Department must also consult with foster parents
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quarterly to obtain information on the performance of the Department in relation to foster
parents.

Votes on Final Passage:

House 98 0
Senate 44 0 (Senate amended)
House (House refused to concur)
Senate 40 0 (Senate amended)
House (House refused to concur)
Senate 46 0 (Senate amended)
House 98 0 (House concurred)

Effective:  July 22, 2007
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